The Feisty One: A Billionaire Bride Pact Romance
Can he hide his heart or will the reporter take everything? Maryn Howe isn’t intimidated by billionaire recluse, Tucker Shaffer, or his enormous log cabin in Island Park, Idaho. Maryn needs this interview and she’ll get it at any cost, even if the last four reporters were physically removed from his presence. Tucker Shaffer has no desire to change his less than flattering public image; but his PR people persuade him to give it one more try. Ready to make nice with whoever comes through the door, Tucker is blindsided by a petite blond with an extra-large personality. As the snow piles up and the questions keep coming, Maryn discovers the secret Tucker Shaffer has spent the last four years torturing himself with. She suddenly sees him in a new light and she flees—right into danger and into Tucker’s arms. But the danger has just begun and now Maryn has to make a choice—trust in Tucker or lose it all. Bonus chapter from The Passionate One: A Billionaire Bride Pact Romance by bestselling author, Jeanette Lewis.
assignment takes her to Island Park, Idaho to the famous recluse, Tucker, she definitely has her work cut out for her since the last 4 reporters to ever step foot on his property were physically removed. Maryn just has to be herself and hope for the best. After all, who can resist her feisty charm? Tucker is a recluse that is wrestling with demons. He has a hard time trusting anyone outside of his close circle of friends. When his PR team pretty much makes him do an interview with Maryn, he will do his very best to get her in and out of his house without giving too much away. When he meets Maryn for the first time, she is not like any woman he has ever met before. She is snarky, warm and very beautiful. Tucker is intrigued from the very start. But how will Maryn react if she ever finds out the truth about what he has done? Will she ever be able to love and trust him? Or will she run in the opposite direction, far away from him? For those of you that know me, know that I am a complete sucker for any Beauty and the Beast type of stories. I was ecstatic to realize that The Feisty One was a modern day retelling with a few twists thrown in. I seriously LOVED this book and devoured it in less than a day! It was the perfect read after a hard week. I enjoyed getting lost in all things Maryn and Tucker. Ms. Checketts has done it again! She has definitely become an auto-buy author for me! I am loving this series and cannot wait for the next one to come out! If you haven’t started this series yet, then I suggest you do! It’s been a lot of fun so far!

I loved this story! The characters were great and there was so much happening that I couldn’t put it down! There was mystery, romance and a whole lot of suspense...and a little more romance. But as always with Cami Checketts, it was clean romance.

I loved this book! Maryn reminds me of myself. I am very outspoken and like to take charge! I power through stuff even when it’s hard. Tuck and Maryn’s story was so shocking at first but then sweet at the same time. I fall in love with all of the characters in Cami’s books! I CAN NOT WAIT to read more in this series. Another of my favorite parts had to be seeing my name in a book even though she probably wasn’t really named after me. ;) Great job Cami as always!

Fun, fast paced, modern retelling of Beauty and The Beast. Maryn is âœsnarky, warm, and beautiful,â• not your average heroine. Sheâ™s got a mouth on her and sheâ™s not afraid to use it. The plot of this story flies along and leaves you breathless. Tucker is a beast of a man in more ways than one. His heart is as huge as his physical body. The threesome of Brax, Johnson and Mama Porter are delightful and add hilarity as supporting cast members. I love the similarities to the fairy tale. Drama, danger and intrigue plus a healthy dose of magical kisses fill the pages of this
exciting, enchanting romance. You won’t be able to put it down. This is a clean read from an amazing author. Another fabulous entry in the Billionaire Bride Pact Romance Series.

Modern day Beauty and the Beast... loved bring this read along on my vacation and diving into the story. Super intense, full of romance and adventure. Another great book from one of my favorite authors!

I loved the way this book starts out, with Maryn on her way to do a story on a billionaire who is pretty much a recluse. She doesn’t expect what she finds though, a handsome, kind man who cares for his friends as though they are his family and just wants to stay out of the public eye. I love Maryn’s personality. She’s a firecracker and pretty much used to getting whatever she wants. Tucker is currently living in his mansion in Island Park, Idaho and he has no idea what to expect from Maryn until she walks through his door. He doesn’t expect her to be full of life and energy and enough questions to make him give up all of his secrets. But one of his secrets terrifies her and she heads out of his house and straight into the waiting arms of a huge bear. It’s up to Tucker to find her, and fix her up. I loved Tucker, he’s a true gentleman and he rescues Maryn more than one time before their story is finished. This is a cute, clean love story that will leave you wanting to read more!! was sent an e-copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

...she throws twists into her twists. The Feisty One is funny, action-filled, and touching. One of Checketts’ best. When the characters from Checketts’ previous Billionaire Bride Pact (The Resilient One) work their way into this fun romp, it gave the world, and The Pact, a strong feeling of realism.

I really liked the last 2 Billionaire Bride books and this one was just as good if not more so! I love that this series of books are based off a girls camp promise of marrying billionaires when they get older or they have to sing the old camp song at their wedding. Maryn is trying to do an interview with billionaire recluse Tucker, but runs into trouble with wildlife and weather while visiting his enormous log cabin. I really like her big, feisty personality and how she treats Tucker and his friends. She was very respectful of his personal life and what stories he wanted to share even though she was there for an exclusive story. “The Feisty One” is a great romantic story that has a good pace and clean story line. The characters had me laughing and sighing. Another winner for the Billionaire Bride Pact series and I can’t wait to read more!! received a complimentary copy of this ebook in exchange for an honest review on my blog and social media-all opinions are my own.
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